Although sociology emerged as a distinct discipline more than a hundred years ago, some basic questions about its foundations and scientific status have persisted to this day. Sociologists and philosophers have never stopped debating whether knowledge of human action and society can meet the standards set by the natural sciences. For instance, are (at least some of) the results of the social sciences “objective”, “neutral”, “replicable”, or “law-like”? And if the answer is negative, how can sociological results be justified?

Given the prestige of the natural sciences in early-twentieth-century culture it was almost inevitable that they functioned as a model or foil for the social sciences. Today this issue is often discussed using the opposition between “naturalism” and “anti-naturalism”. Unfortunately, this usage is often historically insensitive. It also tends to leave out the role of other reference points, such as philosophy, psychology, history and economics.

There are many other important concepts and distinctions, too, that are relevant for understanding the social sciences, and that call for a proper historical analysis of their changing uses and meanings: for instance, “humanities vs. the (natural) sciences”, “explaining vs. understanding”, or “holism vs. individualism”.

We also need a better grasp of how epistemology interacts with politics: What follows politically from granting or denying sociological inquiry the status of a science? Early sociologists were keenly aware of this issue. They also asked whether political action can be based on social-scientific knowledge and what role this knowledge might play in political struggles.

This workshop aims to shed new light on the debates around 1900 and to meet some of the desiderata listed above. It will do so in a cross-cultural and international perspective.